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The Conseil de la 
magisTraTure is an 
independenT organizaTion 
ThaT is firmly esTablished  
in QuébeC’s judiCiary. iT is 
made up of CourT of QuébeC 
and muniCipal CourT judges, 
as well as lawyers appoinTed 
aT The reCommendaTion  
of The QuébeC bar and 
governmenT-appoinTed 
members from The general 
publiC who are neiTher 
judges nor lawyers.

iTs Two Core responsibiliTies 
are To organize professional 
developmenT programs for 
judges and To ensure judges 
aCT in a manner appropriaTe 
To Their posiTion. 
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an  
ever-changing 
world

looking back in hindsight  

on alvin Toffler’s 1970 bestseller 

Future Shock, we now realize  

that it was a groundbreaking 

attempt to define the effect of 

change on humans. in his book, 

the american futurist foresees 

the challenges facing a human 

race in a constant state of flux.
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Today, several decades later, organizations are 
subject to the same constraints, and are character-
ized by a high degree of flexibility. adaptation to 
change isn’t just a notion confined to management 
school curricula. rather, it is a modus operandi that 
helps organizations perform the tasks at hand 
while taking into consideration the society in which 
they operate. 

ever mindful of the need to adapt to a world in flux, 
the Conseil de la magistrature has for several years 
now been fine-tuning the services it provides both 
to members of the judiciary and to the public. These 
include information technology developments such 
as an intranet for judges (inTramagis), a paper-
free Conseil, a dynamic website, and an online com-
plaints form. but that’s not all. The Conseil has also 
been innovating in the areas of ethics and profes-
sional development–the two main focuses of its 
mission. far from slowing, the heart of the Conseil 
continues to beat in pace with the world’s human, 
social, and technological changes.

technology to the aid  
of legal documentation
in the coming year, the Conseil plans to make 
technological improvements to the way it operates. 
for example, in keeping with decisions made over 
the year ended in march 2012, the Conseil is 
launching a major project to provide judges under 
its jurisdiction with the latest technological tools 
to facilitate access to legal documentation. This is 
a crucial initiative, as the more judges have timely 
and ready access to the latest legal developments, 
the better they can serve those appearing before 
them. in his message below, the secretary of the 
Conseil explains in greater detail the various 
aspects of this project, which will be implemented 
over the coming year. 

adapting to society’s values
but not all the changes are technological in nature. 
others deal with ethics and are more subtle, reflect-
ing as they do society’s changing values. The Judicial 
Code of Ethics sets out our values, but since society’s 
values evolve over time, in step with culture and 
mores,  they influence the Conseil’s interpretation 
of the Code. without changing its actual wording, the 
Conseil interprets the document in a manner con-
sistent with present-day realities. so much so that 
when, for example, current events fuel public appre-
hension over ethics and exemplary behavior, notably 
on the part of judges, the Judicial Code of Ethics is 
there to respond to those concerns. The Conseil, 
through its deliberations, the information it provides 
to judges and citizens, and the decisions it hands 
down, contributes to the ethical reflections taking 
place in our society today.

in concrete terms, the Conseil handled 90 complaints 
this year. while that number is slightly lower than in 
previous years, five of these complaints led the 
Conseil to form three inquiry committees. although 
we shouldn’t jump to conclusions, these figures point 
to the need to track the complaints we receive.

it takes a team
before presenting the Conseil’s main achievements 
over the past year, i would like to applaud the out-
standing work accomplished by its members—a 
small team of dedicated individuals who, in addition 
to their daily duties, have willingly agreed to take on 
such weighty responsibilities as evaluating the 
conduct of judges. i would add a special mention this 
year to our non-judicial members, namely the 
lawyers and citizens who play an active role in this 
important institution devoted to maintaining public 
trust and who bring to it a unique dimension. my 
thanks go out also to the secretariat staff for provid-
ing support for the Conseil’s activities throughout 
the year. 
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(yet) another 
technological 
development 

as many predicted, information 

and communication technologies 

have become essential work 

tools, in no small part due to their 

huge storage and data processing 

capacity and their affordable cost. 

but it hasn’t all been smooth 

sailing. one has only to recall  

the debate that arose around  

the issue of equipping judges  

with computers to appreciate  

how far we’ve come.  
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realizing the huge potential of these new tools, the 
Conseil de la magistrature made the technological 
shift a number of years ago. in 2005, for instance, 
it launched the inTramagis intranet site, which 
offers most of the judges under its jurisdiction 
uninterrupted access to the very best legal data-
bases available. in another innovative move, the 
Conseil de la magistrature went “paper free,” 
making available to its members all the documen-
tation accumulated over the more than thirty years 
of its existence. 

staying up-to-date  
without giving in  
to passing fads 
Technologies, however, evolve at breakneck speed. 
Consider, for example, that the remarkable expan-
sion of the internet, once the exclusive domain of 
academics and the military, is less than twenty 
years old. Today when we look back at how far we’ve 
come, the importance of keeping a close eye on new 
developments in the world of technology looms 
clear. for the Conseil, like all organizations, this can 
be a challenge. but by teaming up with various part-
ners to gather intelligence and carefully assess the 
use of technology, we can avoid haphazard develop-
ment motivated solely by the desire to possess the 
latest gadget.  

nonetheless, one thing has become obvious: despite 
regular tweaks to inTramagis since it was intro-
duced, the Conseil is due for a thorough review of 
the way it provides legal documentation to judges. 
having a well-informed judiciary with permanent 
access to up-to-the-minute documentation is key 
for citizens. 

upcoming project
The days when anyone who owned a laptop com-
puter was considered a computer whiz are long 
gone. people now take their pocket-size personal 
computers with them wherever they go. internet 
cafés which, not so long ago were popping up on 
every street corner, are closing down for lack of 
business, as internauts increasingly make use of 
wi-fi hotspots with their own portable devices.

given this situation in which judges, like so many of 
their fellow citizens, now have their own tablet com-
puters, the Conseil de la magistrature began by 
asking whether it needed to rethink its legal docu-
mentation model. however it soon realized that the 
real question was not whether but how it should do 
so. as any astute observer will tell you, after seven 
years in existence not only is it time for inTramagis 
to undergo a review, it is also time to reconsider 
whether it is even worth purchasing paper versions 
of legal documents for today’s judges.

in the coming year, the Conseil plans to make the 
most of various agreements it has signed over the 
years with partners like Centre d’accès à 
l’information juridique (Caij) to conduct an in-depth 
review of the legal documentation it makes available 
to the judges under its jurisdiction. it intends to work 
in cooperation with the members of the judiciary, but 
without pressuring them, to ensure that the pro-
posed changes address their specific needs. after 
all, they are the main users of these documents. 

This is the avenue the Conseil plans to pursue in the 
coming year, one that will make judicious use of the 
public funding it receives. while this is an important 
initiative, it should not eclipse the Conseil’s other 
responsibilities. This activity report, which high-
lights the Conseil’s achievements, will give readers 
a sense of the work accomplished in the past year.
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Québec’s Conseil de la magistrature  
was created in 1978 under the  
Courts of Justice Act. firmly established 
within the judiciary, the Conseil is 
independent of the ministry of justice,  
the government, and all courts and tribunals. 
This characteristic—independence—makes 
the Conseil a truly one-of-a-kind organization. 

functions 
section 256 of the Courts of Justice Act sets 
out the seven functions of the Conseil de la 
magistrature:

 − organize professional development pro-
grams for judges 

 − adopt a judicial code of ethics

 − receive and examine any complaint lodged 
against a judge under its jurisdiction 

 − promote the efficiency and uniformization 
of procedure before the courts 

 − receive suggestions, recommendations, 
and requests made to it regarding the 
administration of justice, to study them 
and to make the appropriate recommen-
dations to the minister of justice

 − Cooperate with any body pursuing similar 
purposes outside Québec

 − hear and decide appeals lodged by judges 
following decisions or recommendations 
by the chief judge with regard to their 
place of residence or their permanent 
assignment to another division.

Two of these functions are especially import-
ant and constitute the majority of the Conseil’s 
activities:

 − receive and examine any complaint lodged 
against a judge under its jurisdiction 

 − organize professional development pro-
grams for judges. parallel to this function 
is the responsibility to provide judges with 
the legal documentation they need. 

The Conseil acts with regard to judges 
appointed by the government of Québec. 
There are over 400 of these judges who sit on 
the Court of Québec, the professions 
Tribunal, the human rights Tribunal, and 
municipal courts. They also include presiding 
justices of the peace.
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mr. Daniel lavoie,
judge of the Court of Québec

mr. Hubert Couture, 
judge of the Court of Québec

mr. Pierre e. auDet, 
associate Chief judge  
of the Civil division  
of the Court of Québec 

mrs. elizabetH Corte, 
Chair of the Conseil de la  
magistrature and Chief judge  
of the Court of Québec

mr. ClauDe C. boulanger, 
associate Chief judge  
of the youth division  
of the Court of Québec

mr. mario tremblay, 
vice Chair of the Conseil  
(elected from among members)  
and senior associate Chief judge  
of the Court of Québec

mrs. oDette Jobin-laberge,
lawyer

mr. Jean Herbert, 
judge of the municipal Court  
of longueuil

mrs. Danielle Côté, 
associate Chief judge  
of the Criminal and penal division  
of the Court of Québec

mr. ClauDe roCHon, 
lawyer

mr. anDré Perreault, 
associate Chief judge  
in Charge of municipal Courts 

mr. Cyriaque sumu, 
Citizen

mrs. louise Provost, 
Chair of the professions Tribunal

mr. robert l. véronneau, 
Citizen

mr. morton minC, 
president-judge of the municipal 
Court of montréal

members
The Conseil de la magistrature  
consists of fifteen members: 

Conseil members generally meeT  
onCe every five weeKs To eXamine 
ComplainTs presenTed To Them,  
deCide on how To follow up  
on These ComplainTs, and seT  
The Conseil’s main prioriTies. 
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beCause Conseil members do noT serve 
full Time, The Conseil has a permanenT 
seCreTariaT. four permanenT employees 
and one Casual employee ensure  
ThaT operaTions run smooThly. 

The secretary of the Conseil, appointed by the 
Conseil chair for a five-year term, is selected from 
among lawyers who have been registered on the 
Québec bar roll of order for at least 10 years and 
must be a member of the Québec public service. The 
government determines the secretary’s salary, 
employment benefits, and conditions of employ-
ment. The appointee is no longer considered a civil 
servant and is on leave from the public service 
without pay for the duration of the term as secretary 
of the Conseil de la magistrature. The secretary 
performs the duties of the position on an exclusive 
basis, reporting to the Conseil chair. at the end of 
the term, the secretary remains in office until 
replaced or reappointed.

The secretary is assisted by four employees—three 
permanent and one casual. These people are public 
employees appointed and remunerated under the 
Public Service Act. 

one of the three permanent employees is a profes-
sional who holds the position of administrative 
assistant . in december 2011 she announced she 
would retire in august 2012. This led to a call for 
applications being launched to fill the position.

The two other permanent positions at the secretariat 
of the Conseil are held by a secretary and an office 
assistant. The casual position of office assistant was 
filled in january 2012 after a call for applications 
was issued at the end of 2011. 

The secretariat is the repository for the Conseil’s 
official documents. in addition, to help fulfill the 
Conseil’s mission, it has been entrusted with a 
number of responsibilities. it follows up on various 
administrative issues and coordinates all Conseil 
activities and day-to-day operations. 

in matters of judicial ethics, secretariat staff handle 
calls, emails, and letters from citizens, and provide 
information on how to file a complaint and what 
information the Conseil members will need. They 
also guide citizens through the process as needed 
or direct them to services that may be better pos-
itioned to assist them. 

The secretariat also meets certain needs of the 
judges under its jurisdiction. for example, it oversees 
professional development, administers budgets, and 
makes available the legal documentation judges 
need to perform their duties. 

lastly, the secretariat supports the activities of the 
Conseil, whose members must be able to rely on a 
dynamic, professional, and competent team. 

The secretariat’s team also handles major initia-
tives. The following sections provide a summary of 
the matters dealt with in 2011–2012.

information technology
The Conseil de la magistrature is always mindful of 
improving communications, both with citizens and 
with the judges under its jurisdiction, and in 2011–
2012 it stepped up efforts to revamp and update its 
website. as part of its efforts, it set out to create 
two extranet sites, one for Conseil members and 
judges, and the other for use by teachers involved 
in the english-language training program for 
members of the judiciary. The extranets are slated 
to go on line in late 2012.
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budget
The Conseil’s budget is divided into three major 
categories: 

 − judicial ethics

 − operations (day-to-day)

 − professional development and legal documentation 
for judges

let’s take a closer look at how this budget is used.

budget for judicial ethics

The Courts of Justice Act states that the funds required 
to carry out the Conseil’s mission will come from the 
government’s financial reserve (consolidated revenue 
fund), which means that its operating budget is not 
established based on government-allocated sums. 
This singular characteristic, which guarantees that 
the Conseil has the full financial independence neces-
sary to properly perform its duties, is due to the fact 
that the Conseil cannot anticipate how many of the 
complaints it receives will warrant the creation of an 
inquiry committee. decisions concerning activities 
that involve judicial ethics must not be influenced in 
any way by budget considerations.

budget for conseil operations

like the budget for judicial ethics, the Conseil’s 
operating budget comes from Quebec’s consoli-
dated revenue fund. in 2011–2012, as in previous 
years, the secretariat of the Conseil paid special 
attention to operating expenses. 

not including the salaries of the employees of 
the secretariat of the Conseil, expenses totaled 
$472,388.38, broken down as follows:

 − $97,313.15 for judicial ethics

 − $375,075.23 for operations

budget for professional development of judges

The professional development budget serves to 
meet the needs of judges in matters of legal docu-
mentation and professional development. part of 
this budget goes toward the purchase of legal docu-
mentation, while the rest is earmarked for the 
preparation and organization of refresher courses 
for the approximately 400 judges under the 
Conseil’s jurisdiction. 

The budget is determined by government decree. 
in 2011–2012, the amount was set at $1,206,720, 
including $501,732.99 allocated exclusively for the 
purchase of legal documentation in paper or elec-
tronic form. To learn more, please go to section 3 
of this report. 

The following table provides a breakdown of the 
amounts allocated to each of the courts and tribu-
nals under the Conseil’s jurisdiction for professional 
development in fiscal 2011–2012:

Court of Québec   $337,899.60

justices of the peace $41,298.84

human rights Tribunal $4,500.00

professions Tribunal  $5,500.00

municipal courts  $108,627.28

The professional developmenT  
funds alloCaTed To eaCh CourT  
or Tribunal are CalCulaTed  
aCCording To The number of judges. 
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2011 annual conference
every year The Conseil de la magisTraTure 
organizes a ConferenCe for QuébeC’s 
judiCiary. in november 2011 The evenT  
was held in QuébeC CiTy.

trutH anD JustiCe were the two values guiding 
the organizers of the 2011 conference, whose theme 
was “There’s more to Truth than justice and Truth 
alone doesn’t always do justice.” The quest for truth 
is the very essence of the judicial system and the 
function of judges, who strive for this truth by inter-
preting and analyzing evidence, legislation, or agree-
ments between parties. Their role, in a nutshell, is to 
distinguish truth from lies, and right from wrong. 

numerous renowned speakers took part in the con-
ference and shared their knowledge and reflections 
with the judges in attendance, resulting in lively 
discussions and debate throughout the event.

orientation for new judges
every year the Court of Québec and the municipal 
courts induct new judges and justices of the peace 
into their ranks. between april 1, 2011, and march 31, 
2012, the provincial Cabinet appointed 25 new judges 
and three new justices of the peace to the Court of 
Québec. in addition, four new municipal judges were 
inducted—three at the municipal Court of montréal 
and one at the municipal Court of shawinigan. 

shortly after being appointed, new judges meet with 
the Conseil secretary and the secretary’s assistant. 
They spend the better part of a day learning about 
the Conseil’s role and functions as well as the new 
rules of ethics that now govern their behavior. 
induction training also allows them to learn about 
the administrative rules they are subject to, the 
training opportunities and support provided by the 
Conseil, and the work tools available to them.

external relations
The Courts of Justice Act entrusts the Conseil with a 
mandate to cooperate with bodies outside Québec 
that pursue similar goals. accordingly, in recent 
years the Conseil has forged and maintained rela-
tions with institutions responsible for judicial train-
ing and ethics in Canada and france.

as a result of these ties, a guest speaker from 
france’s institut des hautes études sur la justice 
attended the Conseil’s annual conference. The 
Conseil also hosted a world bank expert on judicial 
reforms who explained the challenges judiciaries 
face, both in terms of ethics and professional 
development. 

in related news, the secretary of the Conseil is now 
a member of the association of judicial disciplinary 
Counsel, a forum for discussion on judicial ethics.

professional  
development programs
under the Courts of Justice Act, the Conseil de la 
magistrature is responsible for the professional 
development of judges under its jurisdiction. in 
reality, this responsibility has been delegated to the 
courts and tribunals, with the Conseil playing a mon-
itoring and oversight role, both for budget allocation 
and spending. The Conseil also has a say in the pro-
gramming and content of refresher courses. 

To provide oversight, the Conseil requires the courts 
and tribunals to submit an annual professional 
development plan and file a fiscal year-end report 
on the activities conducted during the year. 

The Conseil also formed a committee to review the 
information in these documents and propose a new 
standardized information chart in order to harmon-
ize the presentation of the professional develop-
ment programs and reports presented to the 
Conseil for approval and to ensure that all relevant 
information is provided. 
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legal documentation 
The Conseil de la magistrature is responsible for 
providing judges with the documentation necessary 
to perform their duties. at the start of the year, each 
judge is given a budget to be used for the purchase 
of legal documentation. The policy established by the 
Conseil recognizes that specific needs may exist in 
certain regions or with respect to a judge’s practice 
areas. under this policy, judges receive an annual 
amount set by the Conseil that takes into account the 
subject areas judges may need to address. 

in its ongoing effort to reduce spending, the Conseil 
has made an intranet available to judges giving them 
online access to a multitude of legal documents, and 
databanks of jurisprudence and statutes. 

in addition, a partnership agreement signed with 
Centre d’accès à l’information juridique has 
increased the quantity of available documentation 
by providing access to well-organized libraries in 
most regions throughout Québec. 

over the course of the 2011–2012 year, the Conseil 
spent $501,732.99 on purchasing legal documenta-
tion in paper and electronic format.

training and professional 
development activities  
for judges organized by 
the courts and tribunals
as previously mentioned, the Conseil entrusts the 
organization of training and professional develop-
ment activities to the courts and tribunals. after 
reviewing the programs offered, the Conseil allocates 
a budget to each court and tribunal on a prorata basis 
to reflect the number of judges. an additional amount 
is awarded to judges who concurrently serve at the 
Court of Québec and specialized tribunals. Thus, each 
court or specialized tribunal manages the amounts 
allocated for professional development activities for 
judges, with the exception of sums earmarked for the 
Conseil’s annual conference, english language 
courses for judges, and a training session on criminal 
matters for newly appointed judges.  

Training budgets must be used primarily for 
courses, seminars, and study days that are organ-
ized by the courts and tribunals. The Conseil does 
allow judges—with some restrictions—to attend 
seminars or conferences that have not been organ-
ized by the courts and tribunals themselves. 
however, it has ruled that courts and tribunals 
cannot devote more than 20% of their total allocated 
budgets to outside training.
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in addition, a reserve has been created to respond 
to certain requests or special situations during the 
fiscal year. The reserve makes it possible to take 
into account the circumstances of certain courts 
and tribunals that have fewer judges. 

at the end of every year, the Conseil asks the courts 
and tribunals to compile a report on the profes-
sional development activities they have held. it is 
important to note that the programs implemented 
by the courts and tribunals are made possible not 
only through the budget allocated by the Conseil, 
but also through the considerable and incalculable 
contribution of the many judges who generously 
devote time and energy to developing and delivering 
educational training programs. while they are too 
numerous to name here, the Conseil thanks them 
for their commendable dedication and availability.

other training  
and professional 
development activities
specialized training on criminal issues

every year, the Canadian association of provincial 
Court judges partners with provincial courts to 
organize a specialized training session on criminal 
issues for newly appointed judges. 

for 2011-2012, the training session took place from 
april 3 to 8, 2011. Ten judges from the Court of 
Québec and two judges from the municipal Court of 
montréal attended.

english language courses

since 2004, the Conseil has been responsible for 
organizing english language courses provided to 
judges under its jurisdiction, with the exception of a 
program organized by the office of the Commissioner 
for federal judicial affairs. To this effect, it estab-
lished a policy, which was updated in november 2011.

application of the policy

in november 2011, the federal government awarded 
the Conseil de la magistrature a $90,000 grant to 
deliver an english language training program for 
judges. in order to be accepted into this program, 
judges must meet certain criteria:

first of all, they undergo an assessment test to 
demonstrate that they have intermediate-level 
english language skills; the goal of the program is 
to increase mastery of english, and judges ranked 
as “beginners” are not eligible;  

once they have begun the program, participants 
must progress in order to reach a higher level within 
a two-year period. They are regularly tested to 
assess their level of learning.
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it should be pointed out that, since 2011, part-time 
municipal judges have also been accepted into the 
english language training programs.

as part of this program, three five-day immersion 
sessions were organized and presented at bishop’s 
university, in january, february, and march 2012, 
and were attended by 18 judges. 

at the same time, judges can also take advantage of 
semi-private lessons. when they register for the 
program, they agree to receive three hours of 
instruction per week over a nine-month period.

program of the office of the  
commissioner for federal judicial affairs

The office of the Commissioner for federal judicial 
affairs organizes english language immersion ses-
sions. These training sessions are provided to feder-
ally and provincially appointed judges and are held 
outside of Québec. it is the office of the Commissioner 
for federal judicial affairs that determines the 
number of Québec judges admitted for each of 
the sessions.
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codes of judicial ethics
Two codes of judicial ethics adopted by the Conseil 
de la magistrature outline the conduct expected 
of judges. They are the Judicial Code of Ethics and 
the Code of Ethics for Part-Time Municipal Judges. 
The first applies to judges at the Court of Québec, 
the human rights Tribunal, and the professions 
Tribunal, as well as to presiding justices of the 
peace and judges at the municipal courts of laval, 
montréal, and Québec City. The second specifically 
addresses part-time municipal judges, who serve 
in the courts of other municipalities.

The Judicial Code of Ethics applies to the greatest 
number of judges, and contains the following  
10 articles:

 − judges should render justice within the framework 
of the law.

 − judges should perform the duties of their office 
with integrity, dignity, and honour.

 − judges have a duty to foster their professional 
competence.

 − judges should avoid any conflict of interest and 
refrain from placing themselves in a position 
where they cannot faithfully carry out their 
functions.

 − judges should be, and be seen to be, impartial 
and objective.

 − judges should perform the duties of their office 
diligently and devote themselves entirely to the 
exercise of their judicial functions.

 − judges should refrain from any activity which is 
not compatible with their judicial office.

 − in public, judges should act in a reserved, serene 
and courteous manner.

 − judges should submit to the administrative dir-
ectives of their chief judge, within the perform-
ance of their duties. 

 − judges should uphold the integrity and defend 
the independence of the judiciary, in the best 
interest of justice and society. 

article 9 is absent from the Code of ethics for part-
Time municipal judges because it does not apply to 
judges who perform their duties on a part-time basis. 

The codes of ethics were drafted with judicial 
independence in mind. Their goal is not to dictate 
standards for judges, but rather to establish general 
principles of conduct. in this sense, they are meant 
as a reference tool for judges. They neither enumer-
ate prohibited behaviours, nor list permissible ones. 

as the courts have indicated, the codes of ethics are 
intended to express values rather than set precise 
rules of conduct. besides expressing values, the 
codes of ethics aim to preserve the public’s trust in 
its judicial institutions. These considerations ensure 
that the Conseil de la magistrature and, where 
applicable, an inquiry committee, evaluate judges’ 
conduct based on these general principles, which 
they are occasionally called upon to spell out in the 
course of the process for examining a complaint. 

judicial ethics has a remedial function with respect 
to the judiciary as a whole, and not solely the judge 
affected by a sanction. by recommending that a 
judge be sanctioned, the inquiry committee plays an 
educational and preventive role to avert, as much as 
possible, any further undermining of the judiciary’s 
integrity. 

for these various reasons, judicial ethics are 
unique, in that they are not comparable to any other 
system of professional oversight.
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complaints  
handling process
anyone may file a complaint with the Conseil de la 
magistrature against a judge under its jurisdiction. 
The complaint must be made in writing to the 
Conseil’s secretary and state the facts relating to the 
judge’s alleged misconduct and any other relevant 
circumstances. 

upon receipt of the complaint, the secretary then 
forwards an acknowledgement of receipt to the 
complainant and a copy of the complaint to the 
judge, for comment as desired. 

The complaint is reviewed by the Conseil’s members 
at the meeting following its receipt. at this stage, the 
Conseil may appoint one of its members to collect 
more information. for example, if the incident 
subject to complaint took place during a hearing, the 
appointed person will be able to request a complete 
copy of the court record as well as a copy of the audio 
recording of the court proceedings. The complainant 
and the judge are systematically informed of these 
steps. once they are completed, the assigned person 
reports to the Conseil. 

if, following the examination, the Conseil finds that 
the complaint is unfounded or that the nature or 
scope of the complaint does not warrant an inquiry, 
the secretary will notify the complainant and the judge 
and inform them of the reasons for the decision.

if, on the other hand, the Conseil decides that the 
complaint warrants investigation, it will form a five-
member inquiry committee from among its 
members. an inquiry committee may be made up of 
past and present Conseil members. however, it 
must include at least three current Conseil 
members, one of whom is appointed chair. for the 
purpose of the inquiry, the members of this com-
mittee are invested with the powers and immunities 
of commissioners appointed under the Act respect-
ing public inquiry commissions, except for the power 
of imprisonment. 

Thirty days before beginning the inquiry, the inquiry 
committee issues a written summons to the judge 
and the complainant in question. it also notifies the 
minister of justice. The minister or the latter’s rep-
resentative may intervene during the inquiry. at this 
stage, the Conseil de la magistrature may retain the 
services of a lawyer or an expert to assist the com-
mittee in conducting the inquiry. The judge against 
whom the complaint was filed may also retain the 
services of a lawyer. 

The inquiry committee hears the parties, their 
lawyers, and their respective witnesses. it may 
summon any person qualified to testify about the 
facts. witnesses may be examined and cross-exam-
ined by the parties. The function of an inquiry com-
mittee is purely investigative and guided by the 
search for truth. its primary goal is to ensure com-
pliance with judicial ethics in order to preserve the 
integrity of the judiciary and, by the same token, help 
maintain law and order. depending on the nature of 
the complaint, the Conseil de la magistrature may 
suspend the judge for the duration of the inquiry. a 
suspension, which is not a sanction, is intended 
solely to protect the credibility of the justice system. 
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once the inquiry is completed, the inquiry committee 
submits its report to the Conseil de la magistrature. 
The Conseil may not alter any of the report’s content, 
in part or in full. it reviews the report and adopts its 
recommendations as its own. if the inquiry report 
concludes that the complaint is unfounded, the 
Conseil de la magistrature sends a reasoned opinion 
to the minister of justice, the judge concerned, and 
the complainant. 

if, on the other hand, the inquiry report determines 
that the complaint is founded, the Conseil de la 
magistrature, following the recommendations of the 
report, reprimands the judge or recommends that 
the minister of justice and attorney general petition 
the Court of appeal to conduct an inquiry. if the 
inquiry committee makes the latter recommendation, 
the Conseil de la magistrature suspends the judge 
for a period of 30 days.

as for the removal of judges, the Conseil de la 
magistrature only has the power of recommenda-
tion. if the Conseil were to conclude as a result of 
its inquiry that removal was necessary, it would 
advise the minister of justice and attorney general, 
who would petition the Court of appeal. at this point, 
the judge would be automatically suspended from 
his or her position until the Court of appeal ruled on 
the matter. after its inquiry had come to an end, the 
Court of appeal would send a report to the govern-
ment, which has the power to remove a judge from 
the bench. 

it is important to remember that the Conseil cannot 
review judicial decisions. it is not a court of appeal. 
nor can it award damages.

for a better understanding, readers are invited to 
look at the diagram entitled “Complaints handling 
process,” for a step-by-step illustration of how 
complaints are dealt with.
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as confirmed by the courts,  

the purpose of a code of ethics 

is to express values rather  

than to set strict rules  

of behavior. a code of ethics  

is designed first and foremost  

to preserve the public’s trust  

in its legal institutions. 



complaints handling process

receipt of the complaint by the conseil secretariat

unfounded complaint

unfounded complaint reprimand

presentation to the conseil of the inQuiry report and its recommendations 

complaint reQuiring investigation

review of the complaint by the conseil

examination of the complaint

 − notice to complainant 

 − notice to judge

 − Case closed

 − notice to complainant 

 − notice to judge

 − Case closed

 − notice to complainant 

 − notice to judge 

 − notice to minister of justice

 − Case closed

 − notice to complainant 

 − notice to judge 

 − notice to minister of justice

 − Case closed

destitution

 − acknowledgement of receipt 
 − Copy of the complaint sent to the judge
 − receipt of judge’s comments
 − submission of the complaint to Conseil members

 − Collection of additional information

 − decision by the Conseil

 − designation of one person by the Conseil 

 − notification of the complainant 

 − notification of the judge

 − full session

 − in camera

 − notice to complainant 

 − notice to judge

 − Case closed

 − The Conseil appoints the members of the inquiry committee

 − The Conseil decides to retain the services of a lawyer  
to assist the committee

 − a copy of the complaint is sent to the judge, and the judge  
and complainant are summoned within 30 days

 − The minister of justice is notified of the inquiry and the hearing

 − The Conseil holds a session as needed to decide whether or not 
to suspend the judge for the duration of the inquiry

 − inquiry committee sessions are held (public)

 − report by the committee

 − The Conseil recommends that the minister of justice  
petition the Court of appeal

 − automatic suspension of the judge for 30 days 

 − inquiry file forwarded to the minister of justice

complaint warranting an inQuiry  
and formation of an inQuiry committee 

minister of justice 
petitions the court of appeal

 − suspension of the judge until the report by the Court of appeal

report by the court of appeal

decision by the government 

complaint whose nature and scope  
do not justify an inQuiryunfounded complaint 
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decisions  
by the conseil
This section summarizes all deci-
sions by the Conseil either upon 
completion of an examination 
(collection of additional informa-
tion) or upon completion of an 
i n q u i r y  co m m i t te e ’s  w o r k . 
however, complaints that were 
deemed unfounded—i.e., not 
requiring the collection of addi-
tional information—were not 
summarized. in such cases, most 
of the time, the complainants 
were dissatisfied with the ruling 
handed down by the judge, and the 
criticisms made were not associ-
ated with the judge’s behaviour. 

examination stage (collection  
of additional information) 

The Conseil may request any infor-
mation it deems necessary from 
anyone and examine the relevant 
record. proceedings are conducted 
in camera during this stage. in 
most cases, playback of the audio 
recording of court proceedings 
usually provides sufficient insight 
for the Conseil to reach a conclu-
sion. in our summary, names of 
judges and complainants have 
been omitted to protect privacy.

complaints against judges assigned to the 
small claims division of the court of Québec 
most of the complaints received by the Conseil de la magistrature 
concern judges who are assigned to the small Claims division, 
which, it should be noted, is governed by its own set of rules. for 
example, under the Code of Civil procedure, judges must provide 
the parties with summary explanations of the rules of evidence that 
must be followed and the procedures that they deem appropriate. 
because the parties are not represented by counsel, judges are also 
responsible for conducting oral examinations themselves and for 
providing all parties with fair and impartial assistance so as to 
render effective the substantive law and ensure that it is carried out. 
as a result, judges are expected to intervene extensively in the 
proceedings, which may explain the higher number of complaints.

2010 CmqC 95 the complainant claimed that he had felt rushed by the judge 
during the trial concerning his claim for payment for work on a building.

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings showed that during his 
testimony, the complainant explained his position at length, broaching certain 
subjects that, in the judge’s opinion, were not relevant to the dispute. In a 
polite and courteous manner, the judge explained that he had to limit himself 
to the facts of the dispute so as to avoid wasting time. He made the same 
comments to the opposing party. The judge’s refusal to hear some of the 
complainant’s witnesses was not to prevent him from submitting his evidence, 
but rather because the judge considered these witnesses to be irrelevant to 
the case. Playback of the audio recording allowed the Conseil to conclude 
that the proceedings were conducted in an impartial manner, presided over 
by a respectful judge. It is the judge’s responsibility to manage the case. If he 
feels the evidence is complete and sufficient, he may decide to deliver his 
judgment. It is not the Conseil’s role to intervene in the exercise of this discre-
tion. The examination of the facts led the Conseil to conclude that the judge 
did not violate any provisions of the Judicial Code of Ethics. 

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.
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2010 CmqC 96 the complainant criticized the judge for 
his behaviour during the conduct of the trial. he said that 
he had felt bullied and intimidated by the judge’s impa-
tience and undue haste and claimed the judge had pre-
vented him from referring to the summary of the facts 
that he had prepared. 

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings revealed 
that the complainant explained his claims to the judge 
before the other witnesses were heard. He had prepared 
written arguments, accompanied by various exhibits. When 
the judge wanted to retire to his chamber to review the 
case, the complainant insisted on the judge examining his 
documents, which the judge refused to do. When the 
hearing resumed, the complainant wanted to submit his 
documents once again, but the judge told him that he 
should instead answer the questions he would be asked. 
After hearing the witnesses, the judge announced that he 
was reserving judgment on the case. The complainant 
asked him if he could make certain representations, which 
the judge allowed. The judge was not impolite to the com-
plainant, the defendant, or the witnesses. The judge has to 
manage the case and stop the presentation of evidence if 
he considers it has already been presented or that the evi-
dence is not relevant. 

 —  the Conseil found that the judge did not violate any provisions 
of the Judicial Code of Ethics and concluded that the complaint 
was unfounded.

2010 CmqC 98 the complaint contested the judgment and 
denounced the judge’s behaviour. according to the com-
plainant, the judgment was biased and the judge’s behav-
iour discriminatory. she asked for a new hearing that 
would be fair and free of racial discrimination. 

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings revealed 
that the complainant was absent during the hearing, but 
that her husband represented her. The judge granted the 
man all the time required to express himself and did not 
treat him disrespectfully at any time, let alone call him a 
delinquent, as alleged in the complaint. During the hearing, 
the judge showed no signs of bias; on the contrary, he was 
very understanding toward the husband when discussing 
how much time he would be allowed for payment, since he 
said he was in debt. This is a far cry from the discriminatory 
treatment alleged by the complainant. It is clearly impos-
sible to verify whether the judge gave reassuring looks to 
one party or another, but there is no reason for the Conseil 
to suspect this, since the defendant did not contest any of 
the facts. On the contrary, he explained that the couple’s 
restaurant was for sale and that after the sale, they would 
reimburse the amount claimed. 

The complainant was clearly dissatisfied with the decision. 
However, the Conseil cannot interfere in the assessment 
of the evidence or act as an appeal body. There was nothing 
in the alleged facts of the complaint that could be construed 
as being a breach of the provisions of the Judicial Code of 
Ethics. 

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded. 
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2011 CmqC 2 the complaint contained allegations of hos-
tility, sarcasm, and condescending behaviour on the part 
of the judge. 

The complainant explained that a replacement electric 
meter installed by Hydro-Québec had not been reset at 
zero after installation, resulting in a higher bill than his 
actual electricity usage. Dissatisfied with the compensa-
tion measures proposed by Hydro-Québec, he complained 
to the Régie de l’énergie, which rendered a decision that 
did not award him any additional credit. Still dissatisfied, 
the complainant took his case to the Small Claims Division, 
where he claimed $7,000 from Hydro-Québec for his 
expenses in submitting his claim to the Régie de l’énergie, 
inconveniences suffered, and exemplary damages. Several 
aspects of the complaint dealt with matters of judicial dis-
cretion and were not taken into consideration in analyzing 
the complaint, since the role of the Conseil is limited to 
examining the behaviour and conduct of the judge. 

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings high-
lighted one element that explained a number of the judge’s 
interventions during the complainant’s submission, as well 
as the complainant’s perceptions of the court. At the 
hearing, the complainant made reference to the Régie de 
l’énergie hearing. The judge explained to him that “the Régie 
de l’énergie rendered a decision within its own jurisdiction,” 
and that it was not up to the Court to question it. The com-
plainant nevertheless continued to refer to the Régie’s 
ruling. This marked an essential turning point in the exchan-
ges that followed, and in the complainant’s perception of 
the judge: “The court was stripping me of my means, and I 
no longer knew where to turn to make my case.” In light of 
the situation, the judge asked the complainant to select his 
best arguments and clarify his claim. These exchanges took 
up a lot of time, but the judge remained patient. As for the 
allegations of hostility, sarcasm, and condescending behav-
iour, they were completely unfounded. The judge continually 
addressed the complainant in a measured tone. Playback 
of the audio recording of the proceedings did not reveal any 
breach of ethics. 

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.

2011 CmqC 6 in her complaint, a woman criticized the 
judge for his conduct during a trial hearing. she had filed 
an action for damages in the small claims division fol-
lowing an alleged sexual assault against her by the 
defendant. the complainant was given the opportunity to 
respond after the defendant’s testimony, and she filed 
various documents. the judge reserved judgment on the 
case, and rendered a written decision approximately one 
week later. 

The reading of the minutes of the hearing and the playback 
of the audio recording of the proceedings showed that the 
two parties were able to speak in turn, and the complain-
ant even had a chance to respond. She had no experience 
with the rules of a court of justice, and the judge called her 
to order without shouting, but using a firm tone, which she 
neither understood nor appreciated. The complainant was 
unsatisfied with the judgment rendered, but the Conseil 
cannot act as an appeal body to review a ruling handed 
down by a judge. The complainant was seeking some form 
of understanding from the judge with respect to her 
alleged situation, and even with respect to all women who 
had been through similar situations in analogous or even 
very different circumstances. This is not the role of the 
tribunal, and the judge cannot be criticized for not satisfy-
ing her expectations. The examination of the conduct of 
the hearing, and the reading of the judgment in this case 
led the Conseil to conclude that the judge did not violate 
any provisions of the Judicial Code of Ethics.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.
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2011 CmqC 25 the complainants criticized the judge for 
his biased and intimidating attitude during the hearing and 
also claimed that certain passages in the written judgment 
were prejudicial to them. they had filed a $7,000 claim for 
latent defects after purchasing a property. for his part, 
the defendant had filed a $3,000 counterclaim for 
damages, alleging that the plaintiffs had displayed an 
abusive attitude throughout the purchase process. 

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings showed 
that the complainants were given all the necessary leeway 
to present their claims, without the judge intervening in an 
impolite, humiliating, or biased way. The judge analyzed 
their claim and subsequently concluded that it was 
unfounded. In his decision, he concluded that the com-
plainants had acted in bad faith and engaged in vexatious, 
almost quarrelsome conduct. These statements were 
made in the decision by the judge assessing the elements 
of evidence that had been presented to him. While the 
words used may appear harsh, they reflect the judge’s 
assessment of the facts and evidence, an area in which he 
has considerable leeway and in which the Conseil is not 
allowed to interfere. Requiring the judge to use a particular 
choice of words would go against the principle of independ-
ence of the judiciary.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.

2011 CmqC 27 the complaint criticized the judge for 
having refused her request to read the history of events 
to him. the judge is alleged to have used an impatient 
tone in addressing her. 

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings revealed 
that the criticisms of the judge were unfounded. The latter 
always addressed the complainant in a calm and serene 
manner. The judge did not violate any provisions of the 
Judicial Code of Ethics in his conduct of the proceedings.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.

2011 CmqC 48 the complaint criticized the judge for his 
lack of impartiality in a trial pertaining to a claim for 
damages for latent defects. she also criticized him for his 
deference toward the defendant, who is a lawyer.

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings revealed 
that the judge gave the complainant ample leeway to 
present her arguments, explain the documents filed, ask 
the witnesses questions, and reply to their arguments. 
There was no reason to find that the judge favoured one 
party over the other. Throughout the hearing, the judge 
demonstrated courtesy, integrity, and objectivity. As for 
showing undue deference to the opposing party, it is 
undeniable that the judge knew, or learned during the 
hearing, that the defendant was a lawyer, since he called 
him by his title on several occasions. However, at no time 
did the judge appear to favour the arguments of the defence 
based on the defendant’s status. Nor did he invite the 
defendant to join the Court of Québec as the complainant 
alleged, or make remarks on the quality of his evidence. 
Nonetheless, particularly in the Small Claims Division, the 
judge should have abstained from any comment about the 
defendant’s profession. While his final comment had no 
bearing on the administration of justice, taken in the overall 
context, it did not allow us to conclude that he had acted in 
an indulgent or partial manner.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.
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2011 CmqC 58 the complainant alleged that the judge 
had not shown her any empathy and that his numerous 
interruptions had rattled her and left her feeling trapped. 
the judge is alleged to have copied his judgment on the 
amended letter of the opposing party, allegedly con-
firming his bias.

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings 
revealed that the complainant had spoken during two 
thirds of the hearing, i.e., approximately 35 minutes. From 
the start, the judge invited her to explain the purpose of 
her claims. During her testimony, the judge interrupted to 
emphasize the importance of providing all the details rel-
evant to her evidence, then let her express herself freely. 
Playback revealed that the complainant was nervous and 
spoke in broken sentences, without referring to specific 
documents. Realizing she was having difficulties testifying, 
she suggested to the judge that he ask her questions, 
which the judge refused to do. He listened to her without 
showing any impatience or lack of understanding, and 
allowed her to speak without limitation or undue interrup-
tion. No criticism was addressed to the complainant 
regarding the form of her submission; in fact, she was 
assisted by the judge. Clearly, the complainant was dis-
satisfied with the decision rendered by the judge. However, 
the Conseil cannot interfere in the assessment of the evi-
dence or act as an appeal body to review the rulings 
handed down by a judge.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.

2011 CmqC 69 the complaint criticized the judge for 
reversing the ruling delivered in the same case, for stating 
that he did not intend to base his ruling on jurisprudence, 
or the authority of a final judgment, and for displaying 
insulting, disrespectful, and insolent conduct.

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings did not 
allow us to conclude that the allegations contained in the 
complaint with respect to the judge’s conduct were 
founded. He was polite and courteous during the entire 
hearing. As for the allegations regarding his intention not 
to base his judgment either on jurisprudence or the author-
ity of a final judgment, they were without basis. The judge 
clearly explained that in small claims matters, the law 
stipulates that there is no jurisprudence. The Conseil found 
that the judge did not violate any provisions of the Judicial 
Code of Ethics.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.
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complaints against judges assigned  
to the criminal and penal division  
of the court of Québec 

2010 CmqC 99 in a letter addressed to the conseil, a citizen filed two 
complaints against the judge.  

In his first complaint, the complainant criticized the judge for having presided 
over a trial involving him ten years earlier and during which they had exchanged 
sharp words. The complainant argued that the judge should have recused 
himself. Just because an earlier court appearance involving a judge and an 
accused takes place—whether words are exchanged or not—does not mean 
that a judge should recuse himself. He can hear an accused more than once 
at different trials given his jurisdiction, and in the interests of the sound admin-
istration of justice. Furthermore, no motion for recusal was submitted.

In his second complaint, the complainant interpreted a remark by the judge 
as indicating that the judge had already made up his mind against him and 
that he didn’t stand a chance in court.  

Repeated and attentive playback of the audio recording did not reveal any 
comments the judge could be faulted for or that demonstrated any bias on 
his part.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.

2011 CmqC 3 the complainant claimed to have been humiliated by the 
degrading names used by the judge to describe him, and also said that the 
judge adopted a condescending and accusatory attitude. 

In the playback of the audio recording, the judge spoke directly to the complain-
ant from the outset, inviting him politely to come forward. The complainant’s 
motion to retract the judgment against him was contested by the prosecution. 
The judge questioned the complainant about the reasons for his absence from 
the trial where he had been found guilty by default, in accordance with the Code 
of Penal Procedure. He then told the complainant that his motion would be 
rejected unless he had something else to add. The complainant attempted to 
submit his defence against the accusation for which he had been found guilty 
by default. At this point an incident occurred. The complainant’s cell phone 
rang several times. Without getting angry or raising his voice, the judge took 
the opportunity to suggest that all those present make sure their cell phones 
were turned off. He then politely addressed the complainant to explain the legal 
situation and his analysis. He emphasized that it was not the loss of the trial 
notice that was problematic, but the absence of effort to find out the hearing 
date after the document was lost, which was “not very responsible” and did not 
constitute a “serious reason.” He repeated that the motion to retract was 
rejected and the original judgment upheld, and suggested that the complainant 
pay the amounts due in order to avoid any further problems. Then the judge 
thanked the complainant and wished him a good day. If the complainant felt 
humiliated, it was in no way attributable to the words or expressions used by 
the judge. All of the exchanges that took place and the tone used demonstrate 
that the judge was respectful toward the complainant. While the playback of 
the audio recording does not reveal the judge’s “look,” the serene atmosphere 
that characterizes the recording is incompatible with the “condescending and 
accusatory look” described by the complainant. 

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.
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2011 CmqC 5 the complainant criticized a judge in the 
youth division for having used offensive and insulting 
words about her. 

During the hearing, the judge allegedly referred to the 
immaturity of the complainant and described her foster 
family as being her parents. In an amendment made to his 
written decision, the judge corrected the ambiguity 
resulting from the use of the expression “significant con-
nections with her parents” in his judgment issued during 
the hearing. As for the comments about the immaturity of 
the complainant, the complainant personally described 
herself as a person with a borderline personality disorder, 
along with anxiety disorders caused by legal battles with 
the Child Protection Branch over many years. These words 
must be reviewed in light of the lengthy court history that 
has brought daughter and mother before the same tribunal 
on some ten occasions. 

 —  under the circumstances, given that the Conseil  
could not conclude that there was a breach of ethics,  
it found the complaint to be unfounded. 

2010 CmqC 94 a lawyer filed a complaint criticizing a 
judge for failing in his duty of impartiality. the complaint 
arose after the judge declared that he was reserving 
judgment on a case, then rendered the judgment the very 
same evening in the presence of the court clerk, the 
lawyer for the prosecution, and the police officer who had 
testified, after the complainant and his client had left the 
courtroom. the complainant also criticized the judge for 
having made inappropriate remarks concerning the 
cross-examination.

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings found 
no indication that the judge had made inappropriate 
remarks. Furthermore, the analysis made by the judge in 
the submission of his oral reasons showed no bias or 
wrongful conduct on his part. It is more the rendering of 
the judgment the very same evening in the absence of the 
complainant and his client that raises the issue of a breach 
of ethics. The question that arises under the circumstances 
is whether the judge displayed bias toward the complainant 
when he announced he did not know when he would render 
the judgment, only to do so the very same evening. It is not 
for the Conseil to determine whether the appropriateness 
of this approach can be called into question, but rather for 
a court of appeal. The judge’s behaviour does not seem to 
have been motivated by ill will toward the complainant. The 
examination of the facts led the Conseil to conclude that no 
provisions of the Code of Ethics for Part-Time Municipal 
Judges of Québec were violated.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.

complaints against judges 
assigned to the youth division  
of the court of Québec 

complaints against judges 
assigned to the municipal court 
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2011 CmqC 39 the complainant criticized the judge for 
behaving strangely towards him. the judge is alleged to 
have shouted, gestured, and asked the guards to watch 
the complainant and to have forbidden him from asking 
questions, leading the complainant to infer that the judge 
had been paid. the complainant was contesting a state-
ment of offence received following a collision at an inter-
section. the statement alleges that he failed to yield the 
right-of-way. the two drivers had a mandatory stop, and 
the collision occurred in the middle of the intersection.

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings 
revealed that the other driver involved had laid full blame 
for the collision on the complainant, angering the latter. 
The judge intervened to ask the complainant not to respond 
during the testimony, out of politeness. The police officer 
who wrote the ticket, drawing on his own observations and 
the initial accounts collected at the scene of the accident, 
backed the other driver’s version of events. The judge 
heard the parties in a respectful manner, conducting the 
trial skillfully, but firmly. The complainant, who vigorously 
contested his liability, was emotional and had difficulty 
expressing himself. The judge reserved judgment on the 
case, explaining his decision in terms the complainant 
would understand. A reference to God during the com-
plainant’s testimony prompted laughter, but the context 
and the manner in which the judge responded could not 
be construed as a breach of ethics.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.

2011 CmqC 45 the complainant, having been notified of 
the conseil’s decision to proceed with examination of the 
complaint, informed the conseil that she did not intend 
to proceed further. as indicated previously, however, it 
is up to the conseil to decide how a case will be dealt with, 
even if the initial complaint is withdrawn. in this case, it 
decided to proceed with the examination of the complaint. 
the complainant had criticized the judge for his general 
attitude, both in terms of his behaviour and general 
conduct of the hearing. she had accused the judge of not 
listening to her and of interrupting her, prohibiting her 
from reading her notes, and preventing her from properly 
defending herself. 

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings indicated 
that the judge had shown signs of impatience, that he had 
made some rather surprising comments, and that he had 
lacked courtesy.

 —  in conclusion, in accordance with article 267 of the  
Courts of Justice Act, the Conseil found that the nature  
and gravity of the complaint did not justify an inquiry.
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2011 CmqC 53 the complainant claimed that the judge had 
been unpleasant with him, had laughed at his allegations 
during his testimony, and had displayed an attitude that 
pressured him to conclude the case. the judge was said 
to have declared that the alleged facts were impossible, 
despite the photos produced by the complainant and his 
sworn testimony. the complainant claimed to have been 
found guilty of an offence that he did not commit, and 
asked for justice to be done, with compensation.

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings allowed 
us to conclude that the allegations contained in the citizen’s 
complaint about the judge’s attitude were unfounded. As 
for the complainant’s claims that the judge ruled on his 
credibility and did not properly examine the evidence, these 
are matters for a possible appeal, and are outside the 
Conseil’s jurisdiction. The same goes for the complainant’s 
claim that he was wrongfully convicted and deserves com-
pensation. Clearly, the complainant was dissatisfied with 
the decision that was handed down by the judge. However, 
the Conseil cannot interfere in the assessment of the evi-
dence or act as an appeal body to review the decisions 
handed down by a judge. The Conseil de la magistrature 
concluded that the judge did not violate any provisions of 
the Code of Ethics for Part-time Municipal Judges. 

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.

2011 CmqC 64 in a complaint that he addressed to the 
conseil de la magistrature, a citizen stated that the judge 
and the lawyer accused him of being a liar during his 
testimony.

Repeated playback of the audio recording of the proceed-
ings revealed that at no time was the complainant accused 
of lying by anyone whatsoever. During the complainant’s 
deposition, the judge assisted him, and made sure that his 
testimony was complete and that he was satisfied with it. 
Before rendering a judgment, the judge made sure that the 
complainant and his lawyer had nothing further to add. The 
complainant did attempt to interrupt the judge while he was 
rendering his judgment, which the judge did not allow. This 
is an issue of court management, which is the exclusive 
prerogative of the judge. The judge’s tone was firm, but at 
all times he remained serene, polite, and courteous.

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.

2011 CmqC 71 the complainant primarily questioned the 
duty of dignity, courtesy and impartiality of the judge who 
had presided over his trial for disorderly conduct in a 
public place. 

Playback of the audio recording of the proceedings revealed 
that the judge remained calm, courteous and impartial at 
all times, despite numerous difficulties caused by the com-
plainant and the challenges of managing the case. In 
dealing with the complainant, who was defending himself 
alone and grew quite vehement on several occasions, the 
judge took the time to explain the reasons justifying the 
rejection of his motions. The examination of the facts led 
the Conseil to conclude that no provisions of the Code of 
Ethics for Part-Time Municipal Judges were violated.  

 — the Conseil concluded that the complaint was unfounded.
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inquiry stage  
(formation of an inquiry committee)

after examining a complaint, the Conseil may decide 
it warrants an inquiry. it is, however, obligated to 
conduct an inquiry if the complaint originates from 
the minister of justice. To conduct this inquiry, the 
Conseil forms a five-person committee chosen from 
among its members. it may also choose certain 
committee members from among former Conseil 
members. however, the inquiry committee must 
include at least three current members of the 
Conseil. The committee summons the judge and the 
complainant(s) in question. The minister of justice 
is notified that this inquiry is being conducted. The 
inquiry committee hears the parties, their lawyers, 
and their respective witnesses in public hearings.

in 2011–2012, Three (3) inQuiry CommiTTees 
were formed afTer five (5) ComplainTs 
were filed wiTh The Conseil. in addiTion, 
an inQuiry CommiTTee formed in 2004 
CompleTed hearings in deCember 2011,  
buT had noT submiTTed iTs reporT To The 
Conseil as aT marCh 31, 2012. 
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table 1: how complaints were handled 

The following table breaks down results from the processing of the complaints received in 2011–2012. 
as of march 31, 2012, the examination of ten of these complaints was still under way.

complaints 
deemed 

unfounded 
upon receipt

complaints 
deemed 

unfounded 
after 

examination

complaints not 
warranting 

inQuiry  
(after examination)

complaints 
investigated

complaints 
being 

processed  
as of  

march 31, 2011 total

61 13 1 5 10 90

Complaints referred to the Conseil this year came from 94 complainants (27 women and 67 men). only 6 
were not parties to the dispute. 

furthermore, 70 of the 94 complainants (74.5%) did not have legal representation before the court.

table 2: complaints over the past three years

2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012

number of complaints received 102 103 90

number of complaints processed 112 116 99

This seCTion desCribes, 
using Tables and 
figures, The aCTions 
TaKen by The Conseil  
de la magisTraTure  
in maTTers of  
judiCial eThiCs.

summary
between april 1, 2011 and march 31, 2012, the Conseil 
de la magistrature received 90 complaints. a further 9 
complaints, received in 2010–2011, were not processed 
and resolved until 2011–2012. upon examination, none 
of these 9 complaints were deemed to be founded.   
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table 3: courts and tribunals subject to complaint 

court or tribunal
complaints 

received

complaints 
deemed 

unfounded

complaints 
deemed 

unfounded 
after 

examination

complaints 
not 

warranting 
inQuiry 

 (after 
examination)

complaints 
investigated 

complaints 
under 

examination

civil division  
(excluding  
small Claims division) 9 7 2

small claims division 25 14 7 1 3

criminal and penal 
division 14 14

youth division 13 11 1 1

presiding justices of 
the peace 3 2 1

municipal courts 20 10 4 1 5

professions tribunal 1 1

other  
(events occurring outside 
of judiciary functions) 5 2 3

total 90 61 13 1 5 10
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figure 1

This figure displays complaint jurisdictions:

human rights Tribunal  0%

 professions Tribunal  1.1%

 presiding justices of the peace 3.3%

 other 5.6%

 Civil division   10% 
(excluding Small Claims Division)

 youth division 14.4%

 Criminal and penal division 15.6%

 municipal courts 22.2%

 small Claims division 27.8%
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table 4: origin of complaints

let’s take a closer look at where the 94 complaints received by the Conseil originated. origin is determined 
by the complainant’s place of residence and not the judicial district where cases were heard, because certain 
cases may have had to be transferred to another region.

region of origin number of complainants 

abitibi-témiscamingue 1

bas-saint-laurent 2

saguenay – lac-saint-jean 3

capitale nationale 6

mauricie 3

estrie 6

montreal 30

outaouais 5

chaudière-appalaches 4

laval 5

lanaudière 4

laurentides 2

montérégie 11

gaspésie – Îles-de-la-madeleine 1

centre-du-Québec 3

côte-nord 4

outside of Québec 4

total 94
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table 5: summary of complaints 

The following table provides a summary of the decisions reached  
by the Conseil de la magistrature since it was created in 1978. 

number of complainants 

number of complaints received 1,909

complaints deemed unfounded upon receipt 1,182
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complaints deemed unfounded after examination 543

other complaints not warranting inQuiry 46

other 27

complaints under examination 10

complaints investigated 101
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complaints deemed unfounded after inQuiry 35

complaints resulting in a reprimand 45

complaints resulting in a recommendation to remove a judge 4

other 11

complaints under inQuiry 6
 

These figures do not include complaints currently being processed, but in general, we can see that:

 − 94.7% of complaints were deemed unfounded upon initial review

 − 51.6% of complaints resulted in sanctions after inquiry

 − with both stages combined,
 − 97.4% of complaints were deemed unfounded, did not warrant inquiry, or became moot 
 − 2.6% of complaints resulted in sanctions

 − 35% of complaints required the collection of additional information

 − 62.2% of complaints were ruled upon during the first meeting of the Conseil  
(i.e., at the examination stage)



The Conseil  
de la magisTraTure  

has a mission To ensure 
ComplianCe wiTh The  

judiCial Code of eThiCs.  
sinCe iTs CreaTion in 1978,  

The Conseil has been  
Called on To eXamine  

jusT over 1,900 ComplainTs 
dealing wiTh The behavior  

of judges. The Conseil  
is noT an appeals CourT so  
iT CannoT Change rulings.
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